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Nomenclature
(_ Angle of attack, deg
_,._ Control surface deflections, deg (+down)
e Emissivity
p Density, slug/ft :_
cr Stefan-Boltzmann constant, 4.76 x 10 J:_Bt'u/.ft'2R 4 - ._
b Wingslmn, 27.7 fl
h Altitude, kfl
L ()verall h'ngth, 58.3 fl
31 Math nunlber
p Pressure, lb/fl 2
q Heating rate, Btu/fl.'Cs
Re' t_evnohls Number
T Teml)(,Iature, °F
1" Veh)city, f't/s
:r Fuselage station, fl
!! Buttline station, ft,
z \Vaterline station, fl
Introduction
As early as May 1993, Orbital S(:iences Cort)oration (()SC) of Dulles, Virginia began
considering low cost methods to launch relatively small 1)ayh)ads (,-_ 1,500 lbs) int() spa(:(,. 1,_ In
the fall of 1993, OSC al)proached NASA to inquire about an allian('e which wouht utiliz(, the
Agen('y's spa(,e transl)ortation knovh'(tg(, 1)as(,, fa('ilities, and analysis tools. Subsequently,
Presidential De(:ision Directive NSTC-4 led NASA to announ(:e a Cool)erativ(, Agreement
Noti(:e a to lmihl a small reusable laun(:h vehMe (RLV) designated X-34. 1''-''4 (i This was
awarded to OSC, teamed with Rockwell International, in the S1)ring of 1995. By F(q)ruary
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Figure 1. Typical X-34 mission profile.
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1996, however. ()SC and Rockwell ha(t (leternlined that venture would n(>t l)e l)rofital)le
and withdrew t'ronl tile agreeumnt. 7,s In th(, Spring of 1996, NASA solicited t)rol)osals for a
(tifl'erent v(,hiele, also (tesignate(] X-34. ()SC was awar(h_d this contra('t in .June of 1996.
The ue,, X-34 is to I)e a sut)orl)ital teehnoh)gy (temonstrat()r, (:al)al)le of flying to Ma(:h
8, reaching an altitude of 250,000 It, and landing autonomously on a ('onventional runway. A
tyt)i('al mission l)rofile is shown in Fig. 1. The vehi(:le is launched fl'om OSC's L-1011, ignites
its liquid r()('ket (,ngine, ascends to altitude, an(1 then coasts to a down-range landing." The
vehi('l(, is to serve as a testl)e(l ti)r a multitude of RLV technologies such as (:()ml)()site airframe
an(t l)roI)('llant tank eoint)onents, low-cost avionics via the Global P()sitioifing System (GPS),
and a flush air data system. I°'jl
This 1)al)er 1)resents results used to define and (lesign the Thermal Pr()tection System
(TPS) ne('essary for tiw vehi(:le's entry into the Earth's atmosl)here. This work is part of a
larger effort used to design the TPS, including engineering codes, arc-jet facilities, and win(l-
tunnel studies, l_ t7 The TPS is pre(tominately insulation blankets 17 of the Flexi|)le Reusable
SurIa('e Insulation (FRSI) class wit|| SIRCA tiles j6 used only on the leading edges.
NASA Langley's aerothermal contrit)utions consiste(t of several focused efl'orts. This
t)at)er (les('ril)(,s three b I)enchmark-(tuality, fldl-vehicle, flight condition eoml)utations using
stat(,-of-the-art Computational Flui(l Dynamics (CFD) to ascertain TPS temperature liinits.
Riley et ¢d,12 ail(,hored to these two results, ext)ande(t the tra,jectory envelot)e using a eouple(t
inviseid-boundary laver metho(t. Incorporating the data fl'om this limited array of trajectory
i)oints, \Vurster et al H develol)ed a time history of heating rates fi)r the entire trajectory
using engineering codes. This analysis yields the heat load for over sixty t)oints on the
_A v(_ry similar mission profile to the X-15 nearly forty years l)rcvious. :_
I'An additional case which does not include the aft portion of the vehicle is also t)r(,s('nt(,(t.
vehicle, providing data necessaryto deternlinethe al)prol)riate TPS thickness. In addition
to the above.Berry _'t al _:_created an extensive database with several wind tunnel entries.
investigating effects of changing Math mmflmr, configuration, angle of attack. Reynolds
numl)er, and control surface deflections.
The remaiiM(u of this papor begins with a discussion of the numerical tool and geometry
employed, and is followed by a brief discussion of the trajectory and the selecte(l points.
Next are the results, consisting of: a detailed des('ril)tion of the domilmnt flow fl,atures, a
COml)arison with experiinent in the form of surface shear patterns, and surface temperatures.
heating rates, and l)i'essures. Finally. a discussion of TPS design issues are discussed, followed
by some concluding remarks.
Numerical Method
hi the hyt)ersonic conlinuunl regiine, the Langley A(wothermodvnami(" Ui)wind Relax-
ation Algorithnl (LAURA) CFD tool Is' l,') is use(1 to describe the aerotherm()dynami(:s of X-34.
LAURA is all upwind-biased, point-lint)licit relaxation algorithm for ol)taining the mmwri-
cal solution to the I_eynol(ls-averaged Navier-Stokes e(tuations for three-dimensional vis('(ms
hyl)ersoni(" flows in therm()-chemical nonequilil)rium. _° The Ul)wind-l)iased inviscid flux ix
constructed using Hoe's flux-(litti_rence-st)litting 21 and Hart('n's entrol)y fix _'-) with se('ond-
order corrections t)ase(l on Yee's symmetri(: total-variation-diminishing scheine. '_:_This is the
sam(, computational tool that has t)een use(1 to (lescril)(, tilt, aerothernlodynami(-s of t)hmt
body shap(_s such as Mars Pathfin(ter, 21'2s Mars Microt)robe, _; Stardust, _7 an(l C()MET; 2s
an(l other vehMes su('h as X-33, z_ HL-20, a° St)ace Shuttle, :_l aa and Reentry-F. a4
For all of the results ('ontained within, the LAURA code was run assuming air to behave as
a t)erfect gas and the flfll Navier-Stokes equations were slightly simt)lified via the thin-laver
assumi)tion (see Her. 35 for rationale). Furthermore, for nearly all the results pres('nted,
the flow wax assumed to 1)e fully turl)ulent, using tile Balwin-Lolnax algebraic turt)ulenc(,
mo(M a:''c modifie(l with a dmnping term according to Gupta et al a" as iml)lelnented I)y
Cheatwood. a7 However, sele('ted laminar results are also t)resente(l to t)ound the l)roblem.
The wall-temt)erature boundary condition is specified as the radiation-equilibrimn, wall
temI)erature according to the Stefm>Boltzmann relation,
q = (rot 4. (1)
The ra(liative-e(luilil)rium wall teml)erature, T, is (:oui)le(l (luring tim solution 1)roce(hm' with
(A higher-()r(ter turbuhmc(, model (e.g., SI)alart-Alhnaras or t,--_') which may t)e more apt)ropriat( _for the
massively sel)arated flow on tim lee side of the vehMe, was not available in LAURA at tit(, tim(' of this stu(ly.
the wall heating rate, q, where e is the surface emissivity d and a is the Stefen-Boltzmann
UOllstallt.
This coupled solution procedure between wall temperature and wall heating rate yields
accurate temperature and heating rates because of the good insulation ligatures of the selected
TPS blankets.
Geometry
The X-34 geometrical (les(:rii)tion used in this study is (lesignated X0001215 as received
fronl ()SC in Initial Graphics Exchange Specification (IGES) format. Figure 2 shows the
X-34 geometry as modeled. Overall, the vehMe is similar to the Space Shuttle, having a
cranked delta wing planlbrm and vertical tail. Note. howeww, that the fllselage transitions
to rectangular cross section al)t)roxiniately midway back and thai the wing terminates belbre
reaching the aft end of tiw vehMe. The vehicle is to weigh 45,00() lbs with full flwl an<l have
a wingspan, b, of 27.7 ft and an overall length, L, of 58.3 It,.
The coordinate axes are defined in the tyl)ical 1)ody-oriented manner: :r rmming longitu-
dinally, g ahmg tilt' starl)oard wing, and z defined t)3" the right-hand rule, pointing upward
with the origin located at the llOSe, e
Small modifications were inade to the original geonletry to alh)w more t raetat)h, grid
generation and facilitate obtaining the CFD solutions. These modifications consisted of the
following:
Backward or tbrward facing steps created by TPS material interfaces such as that
caused by the wing leading edge SIRCA tiles and the trailing AFRSI blankets were
not preserw_d as sharp steps. The surface grid lines were mapped onto the stepped
surface, but no attempt was made to align them with the discontinuities. As a result,
the sharp steps are replaced bv ramps.
,, The span-wise gaps between the elevens and the bodv and the elevens and the ailerons
were filled in as solid surfaces. Any other gaps or surface irregularities have not been
modeled. Past experience has shown that when elevens and ailerons are slaved to move
together as is the ease tbr the hypersonic portion of the X-34's flight profile, that the
(,fleets of the gap l)etween them is a highly localized t)henomenon as shown by Berry
et al. ta However, filling the gap t)etween the 1)ody and the eleven has a larger eflb('t
I)ecause it chamwls flow onto the aft portion of the vehMe which would normally have
passed through to the lee-side wake.
dA constant emissivity of 0.8 was used for all surfaces.
"OSC uses a different origin location.
4
a) Lee sid(, vi_w.
b) Wind si&_ view.
Figure 2. X-34 geometry.
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Figure 3. Stagnation-point heating (hot-wall) for three X-34 trajectories.
* The lower, aft t)()rti(m of the tail surface ()verhanging the 1)a(:k of' the vehi('le was clit)t)ed
off t(, t)rovi(le a (:olitinltous SUl)ersoni(" outflow I)oundary (:ol,liti()n.
• The vehi('l(' wak(' and 1)ase regi(m in('lu(lillg the engine nozzle and ]ee-si(le of the 1)ody
flap were neither modeled nor comt)ute(t.
The surface and volume meshes were generated using ICEMCFD, :_8 (_RIDTO()L, :_('_GRID-
GEN. t° 3DMAGGS. 41 and VGM 42 ms (lescrit)ed by Altei'. _v_A tyI)i(:al full-vehicle grid including
th(' t)odv flap and willg wake has a total of 70 blot:ks all(t 9 million grid points.
Trajectory Cases
Figure 3 shows stagnation-t)oint heating rates, hot-wall, for a 7.11 inch radius sphere f as
l)redi('te(t t)v Fay and Rid(h,ll theory for three different X-34 trajectories l)rovided by OSC.
Th,, X10(1-1701 tra.je(:tory was used t)y Palmer et a115 and Milos _.t al 1(i to l)redi(:t the heating
environment to I)(, en(:ountered t)y the nose cap and wiIlg leading edge SIRCA tiles. The
X10046()1 traje(:tory was used as the reference heating trajectory for the overall TPS design
t)er ()SC's re(llmSt. The actual flight trajectory is anti(:it)ated to I)e closer to X1003904.
Tat)le 1 presents the free-stream ('on(titions an(t (:ontrol surfa(:e defle(:tions for the cases
(,Oml)ute(t. g The I)oints shown in the Table are taken f'rom the X1004601 traje(:tory and
(:orrest)ond to l)eak nose cap heating and slightly thereafter when the angle of atta(:k is
signifi('antly lowere(l.
fTh_, nos(, radius of tim X0001215 (:onfiguration.
gNot(,: for Case 21) the solution was not (:omput(,(l ;fit of the wing trailing e(lg(,.
Table 1. Free-stream conditions and control surface deflections.
5_s h M_ _: Vo¢ p_ T_ Re_
C ase
(deg) (kft) (-) (deg) (ft/s)(slug/fP) (°F) (-)
la 0
118.4 6.3 23 6490 1.42x 10 -5 -22 16x 106
lb 10
2a 0
112.1 6 15.2 6110 1.89x10 -5 -30 21xlO 6
2b 10
Results
First, the dominant flow field features are presented and analyzed to provide a basis for
the discussion of tile results to follow. Next, a comparison with experimental data of Berry
et a113 is given for Case 2 conditions in the form of near-surface streanflines via the oil-flow
technique. Surface distributions of temperature are presented next, followed by a sample of
the associated heating rates and an example of the effects of a lalninar or turi)ulent 1)oundary
layer.
Note: discontimfities in the figures are a result of block-to-block averaging errors when
a block-marching solution strategy was used. These errors are aesthetic only, the coral)n-
rational cell-centered values are globally conservative and consistent across block-to-block
boundaries.
Dominant Flow-field Features
Figure 4 shows four stream-wise cuts with contours of pressure non-dimensionalized by
free-stream, p, for Case lb. Figure 4(a) also includes red lines indicating the location of the
()tiLer three stream-wise cuts and, in blue, the locations of span-wise cuts that will be shown
in Figs. 5 and 6.
As shown in Fig. 4(a), the forebody of the vehicle is enveloped in a highly swept bow
shock which intersects with the wing-induced shock. As the flow passes the wing tip the
outer wing shock sweeps aftward due to the expansion.
Figure 4(b) depicts a stream-wise cut along the fuselage outboard of the centerline. The
wind-side bow shock is shown clearly. Also shown are the faint remnants of the shock created
by the deflected elevons; and, at the aft end of the vehicle, the emt)edded shock due to the
deflected t)ody flap. The lee-side shock is also apparent, although somewhat smeared due to
a highly stretched grid in this region. Toward the front, on the lee-side, a small expansion-
recompression is evident due to a TPS transition. This is followed by a rapid expansion ()_r
the canopy region. A second, slight compression is also noticeable due to cross flow effects
/y/b = .60
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a) In thc plane of wing leading edge and nose cap.
b) Vertically, along fuselage (2y/b=0.15).
Figure 4. Non-dimensional pressure contours for various stream-wise cutting planes
(Case lb).
c) Vertically,alongwingandstrakc(2y/b=0.30).
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d) Vertically, along wing (2y/b=0.60).
Figure 4. Concluded.
from tile side of the fuselage. This is tbllowed by further expansion, until tile point where the
fuselage transitions from a rounded cross-sectional shape to one with a considerably smaller
corner radius (see Fig. 2(a)). At this juncture, a shock is generated, which is then followed
by a small expansion when the transition is complete. The wake of the wing is responsible
for the area of lowest pressure just ahead of the tail which again raises the pressure slightly
due to all embedded shock.
Figure 4(c) shows a stream-wise cut further away from the centerline, but still well inside
of the wing-bow shock interaction. The shock generated by the deflected control surface is
readily apparent on the wind side. Another dominant feature present is the wake of the wing
and strake which is altered by a fish-tail shock structure emanating from the trailing edge
of the wing. Moving outside of the bow-shock interaction area as shown in Fig. 4(d) shows
similar features.
Span-wise cuts for Case lb are shown in Figs. 5 and 6. h Figure 5 shows cross-flow
streamlines colored by pressure i and Fig. 6 shows Math number contours from 0.2 to 9.0 in
increments of 0.2.
Tile first pair of sub-figures (5(a) and 6(a)) are taken on the forebody, just behind the nose
cap. A pair of wind-side vortices is clearly seen near the centerline. There is no evidence of
w_rtices on the lee side at this axial station. The over-expansion and subsequent compression
is evident along the side of the fuselage.
A very different picture is evident in Fig. 50) which shows a cross-section located near
the wing trailing edge. There is no longer any evidence of the wind-side vortices, and a pair
of well-defined vortices sit on the lee side of the fuselage. Small wing-tip vortices are present,
and the wing-strake vortices lie along the side of the fuselage. The source structure above
the wing at mid-span is merely the demarcation of inboard/outboard span-wise flow as well
as the location where the flow has either a positive or negative vertical component. Also
apparent is a small separation bubble on the inboard wing lee side.
On the wind side the embedded shock due to the deflected control surface is also clearly
indicated by a merging of streamlines paralleling the deflected control surfaces. Figure 6(i)
also shows the presence of the extensive hour-glass shaped cross-flow shock standing on tile
fuselage. This shock serves to turn the flow parallel to the vehicle symmetry plane. The
w,rtical gradients in Mach number between the cross-flow shocks (which are not. present in
pressure see Fig. 5(i)) are believed to mark the entropy interface between flow that has gone
through only the bow shock and that which has gone through both the bow a_ad cross-flow
shocks.
hI/eeall, the relative vehicle locations are depicted by the blue lines in Fig. 4(a).
iNo explicit scale is given; as with Fig. 4, blue indicates low pressures while red indicates high pressures.
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a) Downstream of spherical nose cap
(x/L=O.04).
b) Canopy region (x/L=0.11).
I
c) Before strake begins (x/L=0.29). d) On strake (x/L=0.39).
Figure 5. Cross-flow streamlines colored by pressure (Case lb).
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e) Before strake-wing juncture f) Fuselagecross--sectiontransition
(x/L--0.46). (x/L=0.54).
,/
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g) After fuselage cross-section transition
(x/L=0.61). h) Just onto wing tip (x/L=0.71).
Figure 5. Continued.
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i) Before wing trailing edge (x/L=0.79). j) Behind wing trailing edge (x/L=0.86).
Figure 5. Concluded.
Next, tile flow field in tile vicinity of the body flap is examined with Figs. 7 and 8.
Looking from the underside of vehicle, Fig. 7 shows the view in the vicinity of the body flap
notch region. The vehicle extends off to the right and the rest of the body flap continues
to the left. The back surface of the vehicle is truncated due to the limited computational
domain used to model this region. Near-surface streamlines are shown colored by pressure
variation. A re-attachment line is clearly evident along the leading edge of the body flap
notch. This is created by the flow expanding around the bottom, aft corner of the vehicle.
In fact, as shown by the series of span-wise cross-sectional cuts of density contours in Fig. 8,
the flow is strong enough to create an embedded shock along the leading edge of the body
flap notch. For this figure, the viewpoint is from the top of the wing, looking aft towards the
side of the body flap (tile body and body flap surfaces have been removed). The first cross-
section contains the aft end of the vehicle, with the following cross-sections in the notched
area, and the last cross section just after the body flap regains its full span.
Note: since the grid topology in the notch region was such that it was not possible to
run the notch block with the algebraic turbulence model as implemented, this block was
run using the laminar Navier-Stokes equations. As a consequence, any surface wetted by
flow emanating from the notch region has erroneous surface temperatures. However, from
investigations comparing the purely laminar results and the mixed turbulent-laminar results,
the basic flow structure in this area remains un-effected. This is fortunate since Fig. 7 shows
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a) Downstream of spherical nose cap
(x/L=0.04).
b) Canopy region (x/L=0.11).
C) Before strake begins (x/L=0.29). d) On strake (x/L=0.39).
Figure 6. Mach contours (AM--0.2, Case lb).
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e) Before strake-wing juncture
(x/L=0.46).
f) Fuselage cross-section transition
(x/L=0.54).
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g) After fuselage cross-section transition
(x/L=0.61).
h) Just onto wing tip (x/L=0.71).
Figure 6. Continued.
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i) Before wing trailing edge (x/L=0.79). j) Behind wing trailing edge (x/L=0.86).
Figure 6. Concluded.
Flow
\
Figure 7. Streamlines colored by pressure in the vicinity of the body flap notch
(Case la).
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Figure 8. Span-wise cross-sectional cuts showing density contours along the aft of the
vehicle and the body flap (Case la).
that there is a dividing strearnline between the flow which remains on the wind side and the
flow which travels onto the side wall and then returns to the wind side. This serves to limit
tile contamination caused by the embedded laminar block.
Surface Shear Patterns--Comparison with Experiment
Computer-simulated near-surface streamlines at flight conditions are shown in Fig. 9
for Case 2a, assuming a turbulent boundary layer. Figure 10 shows the corresponding oil
flow from a Math 10 wind-tunnel run where the attached ftow over model is assumed to
be laminar, ta While Mach 6 wind tunnel results are also available, the IViach 10 data was
chosen for cornparison since the normal-shock density ratio is more comparable to the flight
condition.
Comparing wind-side flow features, both datasets show similar indications of wind-side
vortex patterns (refer to Fig. a(a)) scrubbing the boundary layer toward the centerline on
the forward quarter of the vehicle. Forced by a span-wise pressure gradient generated by
the nose geometry which transitions from a spherical cross section to a rounded, triangular
shape, the wind-side flow is initially converging toward the centerline. After a quarter of the
vehicle, the centerline boundary 1wer has thickened and these wind-side vortices dissipate,
establishing the streamline patterns containing an outboard component that dominate the
surface flow over the latter three-fourths of the vehicle. The surface discontinuity at the
wing-fuselage junction gives rise to a slight change in the streamline patterns, more visible
17
a) Wind side.
b) Starboard side.
c) Lee side.
Figure 9. Computed near-surface streamlines (Case 2a).
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a) Wind,_i(h,.
b) Starl)oar(t side.
c) Le(, si(le.
Figure 10. Oil flow for Mach 10 conditions from Ref. 13 ( _ = 15 deg., Rt_ -- 1.0 × l()_i).
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in the exl)erimental results. Both datasets show a divergence of streamlines emanating fl'mn
the wing-strake joint which is next to the bow-shock impingement region. The eXl)eI'iInental
streamlines at the wing trailing edge show some localized behavior due to the devon gaps,
lit)| presellt ill 1|1(' comtmtational results, which did not model the devon gaps.
Side-view c()ml)arisoils show very good agreement, particularly in the forebody I)atterns.
B()t h dalasets show a strong cross-flow shock location and the separation line on the fuselage
caused ])v th(' w)rtex elnanating from the strake. A strong interaction region is seen. partic-
ularly in the computational solution, on th(' fuselage aft of the wing trailing edge. There is a
bleed-through effect in this region on the exlwrimental model due to the eh,von gap, which
is not modeled in the munerical simulation.
Lee-side surface ti'at.ures are in good agreelnent between the datasets, showing the stroug
cross-flow shock separation on the fuselage and the strake vortex across the wing, close to
the fuselage. Inboard flow is seen over much of the wing while the fllselage shows outboard
flow. generated by a longitudinal recirculation zone, Turning and separation, with a lWOtmbh '
horse-shoe vortex, occurs in front of the vertical tail.
Further con,lmrisoIlS with experimenlal data are available in Iief. la.
Surface Temperatures
This section presents the surface t.einperatures for all turbulent boundary-layer cases
computed: Cases la, lb, 2a, and 2b. Discussion includes the effects of angh'-of-attack
variation and control surface deflections.
Case la: Figure' 11 shows surface temperature contours j for Case la. The wind-side
view shown in Fig. l l(a) shows the expected high teml)erat.ures for the nose stagnation
region. The forebody chines also show significant temperature elevation due to the vehicle's
forebody geometry apl)roaching the bow shock generated by the spherical nose cap. Also
present on Fig. l l(a) are streaks of elevated temperatures crossing the wings chord-wise.
This corresponds to the remnants of the tbrebody bow shock (cf. Fig. 4(a)). Also, although
not readily discernible with this choice of temperature contour levels, there is a second streak
emanating fi'om the bow shock-wing shock interaction point just outside of the wing/strake
jullcture, raked aft fl'om the leading edge of the wing. This second streak is readily apparent
in the experimental results of tRef. 13. The vast acreage of the wind-side fuselage surface is
in the range of 130(I-14(10 °F.
N_)te that the outside edges of the bo<lv flap haw, slightly cooler temperatures than the
inboard portion. This area of cooler temperatures is associated with near-surf'ace streamlines
JNot{' that there are thrc,e contour-level legends in the figure, one ['or each of the lee-side, starboard, and
wind-sich, views; but these same three contour hwel distributions are held constam for all subsequent surface
temperature figures to facilitate comparisons.
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Figure 11. Surface temperatures (Case la).
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that emanate from the leading edge of tile notched body flap. This is trend is erroneous as
discussed on page 13.
The starboard and lee-side views (Figs. ll(b) and ll(c)) show the effects of several flow
features previously discussed. For instance, between the canopy and the round-to-squared
fuselage transition, longitudinal low-temperature streaks are well defined, corresponding to
the pair of vortices located just above the fuselage. As mentioned previously on page 10,
when the fllselage cross-section transition is encountered, an embedded shock is generated
which is indicated by the triangular-shaped region of higher temperatures in this area.
Case lb: Surface temperatures for the deflected control surface case (lb), are shown in
Fig. 12. As compared to the undeflected case, the temperatures on the forebody are not
effected by tile change due to fact that tile shock layer has supersonic flow. As shown by
Fig. 12(a) tim deflected surfaces now experience 200-300 °F higher temperatures on their
wind sides.
For this case, the non-physical effect of having to run the "notched" body flap region
with the laminar equations is more readily apparent than for the undeflected case since the
embedded body-flat)-notch leading-edge shock (refer to Fig. 8) is stronger.
Although difficult to see in Figs. 11(b) and 12(b), the wing wake is slightly larger for the
deflected case. Also, the footprint of the wing fish-tail shock is at a lower angle relative to
tile vehicle's longitudinal axis.
Case 2a: Surface teinperatures for this lower-angle-of-attack case are shown in Fig. 13.
As compared with Case 1, the win(l-side temt)eratures are on the order of 250 °F lower
while maintaining the same qualitative distribution, except for the wing-shock/bow-shock
interaction occurring slightly closer to the fuselage. Figs. 13(c) and 13(b), however, show
increased heating on tile lee-side. Most notable are the nose region and the tail leading edge.
Tile fuselage transition area is also slightly hotter. The wing-wake structure appears to have
higher energy as its temperature footprints are on the order of a 100 °F higher than the
higher-angle-of-attack case. The terminating fish-tail shock also appears stronger, reflecte(l
by its more oblique angle.
Case 2b: The effects of deflecting the elevon control surface 10 deg. are shown in Fig. 14.
As for Cases la and lb, tile forward portion of the vehicle is not effected by this change due
to supersonic flow, and the deflection simply results in higher wind-side temperatures for the
flap (see Fig. 14(a)). However, for this lower angle-of-attack case, there is a small area of
flow separation near the outboard end of the elevon, resulting in slightly lower temperatures
in this area. This is faintly visible in Fig. 14(a) as a sliver of blue along the hinge line
I)etween 70 and 80(/() span. Its presence is more clearly indicated by the convex shape of the
yellow-green ('ontour level on the elevons in this region.
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Figure 12. Surface temperatures (Case lb).
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Figure 13. Surface temperatures (Case 2a).
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Figure 14. Surface temperatures (Case 2b).
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Heating Rates
Figs. 11-14 have been presented in terms of temperatures since this is the most important
quantity to consider when ensuring that no TPS temperature limits are violated. For the
reader, estimates of the corresponding heating rates can be derived from tile temperature
distributions with Eq. 1.
An example of an actual heating rate distribution is shown in Fig. 15 k for Case 2b. The
heating-rate distributions for the remaining cases are presented in Figs. 16-18.
Boundary-Layer State
For Cases la and lb, both laminar and turbulent boundary-layer solutions were obtained.
This section provides a brief synopsis of the effects of the boundary-layer state, focusing on
the deflected control surfaces case, Case lb.
Figures 15 and 19 show surface heating rates for turbulent and laminar boundary layers,
respectively. By comparing Figs. 15 and 19, it is immediately evident that the turbulent
boundary-layer assumption provides a more conservative estimate of the heating rates than
the laminar boundary layer. Overall, tile laminar heating rates tend to be half of those for
the turbulent boundary layer. However, the qualitative agreement is very close, signifying
that most of the heating patterns are determined by "inviscid" flow features such as shocks
and vortex cores.
Lamiuar heating results for Case la are presented in Fig. 20 while Figs. 21 and 22 show
laminar temperature distributions for Cases la and lb.
Figures 23 26 show turbulent pressure distributions for Cases la, lb, 2a, and 2b, respec-
tively while Figs. 27 and 28 show the laminar results for Cases la and lb. Upon comparing
Figs. 24(a) and 28(a) for Case lb, only small changes in the pressure distributions on the
wind side are evident. These are primarily due to the fact that the laminar boundary layer
sustains a small separated region in front of the deflected control surfaces whereas the turbu-
lent boundary layer does not. This moves the associated embedded shocks forward. On the
lee side. Figs. 24(b), 24(c), 28(b), and 28(c) show the major differences to be in the footprint
of the wing-strake vortex structure and the lack of the wing fish-tail shock signature on the
side of the fuselage h)r the laminar case.
kTtle dashed pattern of very low heating rates apparent on the lee side of the fuselage (see Fig. 15(c))
is due to an instability of the Baldwin-Lomax turbulence model when coupled with the iterative, radiative-
equilibrium wall boundary condition in a multiple-block context. An improved algorithm fi_rdetermining the
location of the maximum vorticity within the boundary layer eliminated this problem in subsequent runs.
This particular case was not re-computed due to limited resources and the fact that most regions of interest
are outside the domain of dependence.
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Figure 15. Heating rates (Case lb).
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Figure 16. Heating rates (Case la).
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Figure 17. Heating rates (Case 2a).
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Figure 18. Heating rates (Case 2b).
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Figure 19. Heating rates (Case lb), laminar.
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Figure 20. Heating rates (Case la), laminar.
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Figure 21. Temperature Distributions (Case la), laminar.
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Figure 22. Temperature Distributions (Case lb), laminar.
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Figure 23. Pressure Distributions (Case la).
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Figure 24. Pressure Distributions (Case lb).
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Figure 25. Pressure Distributions (Case 2a).
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Figure 26. Pressure Distributions (Case 2b).
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Figure 27. Pressure Distributions (Case la), laminar.
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Figure 28. Pressure Distributions (Case lb), laminar.
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Figure 29. Thermal protection system multi-use temperature limits (°F).
TPS Considerations
As l)rovided t)y ()SC, the general layout of the TPS niaterials is given ill Fig. 29. in(ti(:ating
the materials' resi)e(,tive t eml)erature limits whih, the TPS 1)lanket orientations are det)icted
in Fig. 30.
As a result of (:onll)aring the Case 2 temperature distributions fl'om Figs. 13 ail(] 14 an(l
the TPS teml)erature limits shovli in Fig. 29, the bond line betweeIl the AFRS/ all(I FRSI
I)lalikets eli the lee side near the wing leading edge was moved aft to a(:count for the increased
exl)osure found at 15 (legs. angle ()f attack. The TPS t.reatlllellt on the lee side of the nose
region was also (,hanged for this reason.
By ('omt)aring 1)redi('te(t near-surface streamlines of Fig. 9, the TPS material layout ill
Fig. 29, an(1 the TPS l)lauket orientations of Fig. 30, one (:an investigat(, asl)e(:ts of the
TPS orieiltations. For examl)le, lll)()ii carefillly exaInining these figures, it is evident that lie
I)lanket-to-t)lanket or 1)lanket-t(i-tile gaps are aligned with the l()eal flow.
Concluding Remarks
Radiative equilibrium surface temt)eratures, heating rates, streamlines, surface pressures,
and flow-field features as t)redi(:ted 1)y the LAURA (:ode were ])reseilte(t tbr the X-34 Te('h-
liology Deinonstrator. Results for two trajectory I)oints near l)eak heating a n(l the effe(:ts of
control surface (tefle(:tions were i)resente(t for flllly turt)lllent flow. Laminar flow results were
also l)resente(l to illustrat(, the eifi,('ts of the t)oun(lary-layer state. The eff(,(:ts of the results
on the TPS (tesign were also in(tieate(l. The presented results of wall teml)orature were use(t
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Figure 30. Thermal protection blanket layout.
(,xt(,nsiv(,ly to ensure that th(' teml)erature limits of tile sel(,<_t('<l TPS I)lankets will not t)(,
(,x('ee(led.
I_esults show that (l()wnwar(t d('flc('tion of (¢ontrol surfaces substantially increases tim
t emt)('ratures th('v ('Xl)erien(_(, (luring flight. Furtherm()re, a "Hotctm(l" I)o(ty flap design
('rcat('s an (,mt)(,(|(te(| sho('k which (_reates large h(:ating rates on th(' tat)(:red portion of th(,
I)o(ty-flat) side wall.
The effect of lowering tim angle of attack from 23 to 15 (leg. at flight (;on(litions was shown
to sul)stantially in('r(,ase th(, extent of lee-side treating on the IlOS('-(:anoi)y region and aft of
the wing lea(ling e(tg('s. Also sh()wll was that using turl)ulent t)oun(lary-layer heating results
is ('()nsi(l(,ral)ly mot(' (:ons(,rvativ(, than using tcsults which mo(lel a fully laminar boundary
layer.
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